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SPECIFICATIONS

Carton: 8/96
Item ID: BLUMW4-BAST
EAN: 082032401604
Size: 127 x 13 x 178 mm
Weight: 45 g

Recommended price

139 SEK

Experience the ultimate organization of your cables with the Bluelounge MagWrap - small. This
innovative, magnetic silicone wrap is your solution for maintaining a tidy space. With the Bluelounge
MagWrap - small, managing bulky and unruly cords is effortlessly stylish and secure.

Versatile and reusable
Strong neodymium magnets
Superior quality silicone
Easy to use
Long-lasting and durable

Versatile and Reusable
The Bluelounge MagWrap - small adapts to your needs, whether you're organizing large computer
cables or smaller charger wires. Thanks to its flexible design, you can utilize these wraps multiple
times, from securing items in your home to managing workspace clutter. The reusable nature of
MagWrap ensures longevity and value, making it an essential accessory in any tech-friendly household.

Strong Neodymium Magnets
Equipped with premium, potent neodymium magnets, the MagWrap boasts an unmatched holding
power for any cable size. Its magnetic closure is quick and reliable, ensuring that cords stay snugly
wrapped and easily accessible. Whether attached to a fridge or acting as a makeshift keychain, the
MagWrap's magnetic strength keeps your items secure.

Superior Quality Silicone
Feel the difference with the Bluelounge MagWrap - significant, crafted from high-quality silicone for a
soft and gentle touch. It protects your cables from damage, and its superior material also ensures a
comfortable grip whenever you handle it. Durable and flexible, the MagWrap withstands regular use
without losing its appeal.

Easy to Use
Simplicity is at the heart of the MagWrap's design. Wrap your cords, connect the magnetic ends with a
satisfying click, and enjoy instant organization. Say goodbye to complicated setups and frustrating
ties—maintaining your electronic environment has never been easier.

Long Lasting and Durable
Bluelounge takes pride in creating products that stand the test of time, and the MagWrap- -small is no
exception. With magnets encapsulated in resilient silicone, the risk of chipping, cracking, or scratching
is significantly reduced. This ensures that your MagWrap remains in top condition through continuous
use.

Package includes

4 x MagWrap - small (4.75 inches)

Product specifications

Length: 4.75 inches
Material: High-quality silicone and neodymium magnets
Colour: Pack available in 4 shades of blue 
Quantity:4 MagWraps per pack
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